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Summary 

The document summarized the outcomes of the thematic seminars that were held by the project partners 

from 7 countries. The aim of the all seminars was to disseminate the MOVECIT knowledge to wider 

audience and share the word of Workplace mobility plans. The seminars were either jointly co-organized 

with the NGOs or ministries (national authorities) or were as a stand-alone event. In general, the events 

were consisted of theoretical background and practical activities such as study visits, testing the bikes, 

etc. 

The seminars showed that the topics of sustainable mobility becomes important, not only in the Slovakia, 

Czech Republic and Slovenia, but only in other more advanced countries such as Hungary, Austria Germany 

and Italy, most probably as far the intensity of the traffic increases. Non-motorized transportation and 

various forms of soft mobility become more popular and recognizable as good, thus interest in 

presentations was high and also discussions after presentations were intensive. 

The target groups attending the seminars were mostly: transportation professionals, experts, researchers 

and practitioners, different municipalities, universities, regional managers, multipliers who can 

implement mobility projects in their regions and can implement mobility plans for their municipalities, 

regional public authorities, sectoral agencies, service providers, and other interest groups. In addition, 

also political representatives, municipalities’ employees, technicians and societies that operate in the 

fields of mobility management and sustainable mobility took part at the seminars. 

The topics of the seminars were various and customised according to the needs of the organizers and 

countries:  

 the combination of theoretical input, e.g. fundamental scientific knowledge of climate change and 

sustainable mobility; 

 best practice examples of different municipalities that gave an important input for the participants to 

imitate projects to make mobility more sustainable, save CO2 and do something for the climate; 

 the project MOVECIT and the development of the mobility plan with useful measures; 

 sustainability mobility, where several aspects of sustainability were discussed, such as mobility 

developments trough projects, the connection of energy supply and transportation, costs of 

transportation and urban productivity, practical experience with SUMPs and sustainable mobility 

management for bike, innovation and sustainability mobility, where several aspects were presented, 

such as community planning, cargo bikes, electric mobility or multimodal journey planners.  

 transfer the knowledge directly between municipalities from one office to another.  

 Health issues and preschool and school children and their mobility; 

 cycling and pedestrian transportation; 

 mobility management best practices. 
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1. Date and place 

1.1. Slovenia: 

Seminar 1: 

Date: 18th of April 2018 

Place: in the Hotel Diana in Murska Sobota, the regional capital city of Pomurje region. 

Seminar 2: 

Date: 19th of September 2018 

Place: Municipality of Ljutomer at the municipal building in conference room. 

 

1.2. Austria: 

Seminar 1:  

The seminar was hold in Knittelfeld on the 7th and 8th of march 2018. The seminar was hold on two days 

to get more input from experts, regional managers and local authorities. The focus on the first day lied on 

fundamental knowledge of climate change and climate justice. The focus on the second day was 

sustainable mobility and mobility planning for municipalities.  

Seminar 2:  

The seminar was organized as a one-day event in Graz on the 24th Mai 2018, 9 – 15:30h. 

 

1.3. Hungary: 

Seminar 1: 

Date: 4.4.2018 

Place: Budapest, BME, building St 

Seminar 2: 

Date: 19.11.2018 

Place: Budapest, BME, building St 

 

1.4. Czech Republic: 

Seminar 1:  

Date: 4. and 5. October 2018 

Place: Třebíč on the premises of Atom hotel 

 

1.5. Slovakia: 

Seminar 1:  

Date: 23. and 24. October 2018 

Place: Banská Bystrica, Matej Bel University 
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1.6. Italy: 

Seminar 1:  

Date: 11. and 12. October 2018 

Place: Fondazione Marco Biagi, Modena.  

 

1.7. Germany: 

Seminar 1:  

Date: 22. March 2018 

Place: the Westbad Leipzig, Odermannstraße 15, 04177 Leipzig  
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2. Number and types of participants/target groups 

2.1. Slovenia: 

Seminar 1: 

34 attendees participated at the event (training and seminar). There was variety of organisations which 

are: 

 Municipalities; 

 Higher research and education; 

 Agencies; 

 NGOs; 

 Public transport providers; 

Seminar 2: 

18 attendees participated at the event (2nd seminar on sustainable mobility). Most of the participants 

have come from the educational institutions (primary schools and kindergartens), 3 from the sectoral 

institutions such as Council for the Prevention and Education of Roads of the Municipality of Beltinci, 

Center for health and development Murska Sobota and IPOP – Institute for spatial policies. 

 

2.2. Austria: 

Seminar 1:  

20 participants took part at the seminar. The participants are from different municipalities of Austria, 

mostly of the province Styria some of Carinthia and two from Vienna. The target groups are local 

authorities of municipalities, regional managers and multipliers as well as members and multipliers of 

climate energy model regions, e5 and climate alliance.  

Regional managers of the climate energy model regions of Austria as well as e5 managers and contact 

persons of climate alliance in different municipalities joined the seminar. There was one vice mayor 

taking part and others who are local authorities of municipalities.  

Seminar 2:  

24 participants took part of the seminar. Most of the participants are representatives of smaller and 

bigger municipalities. Some of the participants are regional multiplier in climate and energy model 

regions, political actors and multipliers. The seminar was organized as a network-seminar, that is to say 

that the participants already took part in other seminars organized by climate alliance and therefore 

those are important multipliers. 

 

2.3. Hungary: 

Seminar 1: 

 Local public authority: 0 

 Regional public authority: 0 

 Sectoral agency: 8 

 Infrastructure and (public) service provider: 2 
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 Interest groups including NGOs: 1 

 Higher education and research: 7 

 Other: 9 

 Total: 27 

Seminar 2: 

 Local public authority: 5 

 Regional public authority: 0 

 Sectoral agency: 10 

 Infrastructure and (public) service provider: 4 

 Interest groups including NGOs: 0 

 Higher education and research: 8 

 Other: 0 

 Total: 27 

 

2.4. Czech Republic: 

Seminar 1:  

There were 97 participants at the conference. Some of the participants were representatives from 

following entities: 

 Local public authorities (33 entities): Český Krumlov, Hodonín, Hradec Králové, Chrudim, Ivančice, 

Jičín, Jihlava, KAM Brno (City architect Office Brno), Karlovy Vary, Kolín, Kopřivnice, Kroměříž, Lysá 

nad Labem, Milevsko, Moravská Třebová, Nový Jičín, Oslavany, Ostrava, Otrokovice, Pardubice, Plzeň, 

Praha, Rožnov pod Radhoštěm, Šternberk, Šumperk, Říčany, Tábor, Třinec, Uherské Hradiště, Uničov, 

Valašské meziříčí, Znojmo, Žďár nad Sázavou. 

 Regional public authority (6 entities): Vysočina district, Ústí nad Labem district, Královehradecký 

district, Ministry of transportation and infrastructure of Slovakia, Ministry of Transportation of the 

Czech Republic, Ministry of Regional Development of the Czech Republic. 

 Sectoral agency (4 entities): Czech Smart City Cluster, National centre of energy savings (Národní 

centrum energetických úspor), National fund of Transport Infrastructure (Státní fond dopravní 

infrastruktury), Mobilissimus (HU).  

 Infrastructure and (public) service provider (3 – entities): E.ON Česká republika s.r.o., ROPID, 

Systematica. 

 Interest groups including NGOs (11 entities): ABF, a.s., Asociace měst pro cyklisty, Asociace pro 

elektromobilitu ČR, Bimission s.r.o., CykloZLÍN, ekolo.cz, HaskoningDHV Czech Republic, spol. s.r.o., 

Horácké noviny, mmcité+, Regio 2020, ZSOON Czech Republic, s.r.o.. 

 University and higher education (3 – entities): The Czech Technical University in Prague (ČVUT), 

Pardubice University (Univerzita Pardubice), Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NO). 
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2.5. Slovakia: 

Seminar 1:  

62 participants, mainly from municipalities and NGOs, but also from private companies focused on 
cycling infrastructure.   

 

2.6. Italy: 

Seminar 1:  

About 50 people attended the conference. These people were representatives of municipalities (both 

municipality employees and political representatives), technicians, Mobility Managers and various 

stakeholders. 

 

2.7. Germany: 

Seminar 1:  

44 internal and external stakeholders participated in the networking conference. Participants came 

from a wide range of sectors, such as district administration, banking, City of Leipzig, agencies for 

energy & mobility, transport companies and companies.  
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3. Topics tackled  

The topics of the seminars were various and customised according to the needs of the organizers and 

countries:  

 the combination of theoretical input, e.g. fundamental scientific knowledge of climate change 

and sustainable mobility; 

 best practice examples of different municipalities that gave an important input for the 

participants to imitate projects to make mobility more sustainable, save CO2 and do something 

for the climate; 

 the project MOVECIT and the development of the mobility plan with useful measures; 

 sustainability mobility, where several aspects of sustainability were discussed, such as mobility 

developments trough projects, the connection of energy supply and transportation, costs of 

transportation and urban productivity, practical experience with SUMPs and sustainable 

mobility management for bike, innovation and sustainability mobility, where several aspects 

were presented, such as community planning, cargo bikes, electric mobility or multimodal 

journey planners.  

 transfer the knowledge directly between municipalities from one office to another.  

 Health issues and preschool and school children and their mobility; 

 cycling and pedestrian transportation; 

 mobility management best practices. 

 

3.1. Slovenia: 

Seminar 1: 

The seminar was mainly attended by those working in the field of mobility. Each day they work to improve 

the situation in the field of mobility in the local environment and in Pomurje as a region. 

We carefully planned the content of the seminar and adjusted the program to the identified needs and 

methods of work, which proved to be very suitable in terms of acquiring new knowledge and skills relevant 

to the preparation of mobility plans. 

The seminar was combined with a regional mobility conference on "OPPTIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES of 

sustainable mobility in region", where participants were introduced to important concepts in the field of 

mobility, the situation in the field of mobility in the region, and the options and opportunities for linking 

mobility with tourism. The conference was organized at the Hotel Diana in Murska Sobota, in cooperation 

with the Transdanube.Pearls (Danube Program) and DEMO-EC (Interreg Europe) projects which are both 

related to mobility as well. 

The representatives of professional institutions lectured on mobility plans and efficient public transport in 

rural and functional urban areas, while representatives of some Pomurje municipalities presented 

successful examples of good practices for introducing mobility management measures in their 

municipalities and how they were adopted by local residents. The agenda was very up-to-date, it included 

all topics that are relevant at the moment in our region and these are: sustainable commuting and 

connection the rural area with the city centres, why is public transport not effective anymore and what 

are the alternatives for it. Additionally, it was learned a lot on workplace mobility plans for other 

institutions than municipalities. Currently the national initiative is interesting which supports the 

development of plans for shopping mall, sport facilities, hospitals and schools. 
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The aim of the conference was to introduce to participants the concept of mobility and other related 

concepts, current issues in the area of sustainable mobility, possible measures to improve the situation 

and examples of good practices of successfully implemented sustainable mobility measures presented by 

individual speakers. 

 

Seminar 2: 

Basically, the event has been dedicated to all representatives who are involved in transport issues and the 

content related to health, a healthy lifestyle and movement in schools and kindergartens, and want to 

contribute to changing travel habits and thus contribute to a cleaner and healthier environment and life. 

The event coincided with the European Mobility Week, which for a plenty of years is one of the key 

moments to promote sustainable mobility, which is particularly beneficial for municipalities that include 

the event in their programs for a one-day event. 

The Development Agency Sinergija also promotes sustainable mobility in the Pomurje region. The target 

groups are primarily local communities and educational institutions. For the purpose of getting to know 

the various possibilities of promoting sustainable mobility in schools and kindergartens, the Development 

Agency Sinergija prepared a regional seminar, inviting representatives who are engaged in transport and 

content related to health. 

The main content of the event was the presentation of the WALKBUS and BIKEBUS campaign, which is part 

of the Active to School program. The program holder is the Institute for Spatial Policy from Ljubljana. 

Active way to school is important for the health, autonomy and social development of children, since it 

provides the minimum recommended amount of physical activity and promotes education on road safety 

and sustainable development. Promoting an active road to school is a measure that connects the entire 

local community. The complementary content of active mobility is a healthy lifestyle with adequate 

nutrition and physical activity already in the pre-school period, which was presented through the On the 

Move project, successfully piloted by the Center for Health and Development Murska Sobota in three 

kindergartens, but now they want to extend beyond Pomurje and also to plan system solutions at the 

national level. 

WALKBUS is currently being implemented in 55 schools, but at this event the additional Pomurje schools, 

which in this tool see an opportunity to reduce morning traffic congestion in the school yard, reduce 

pollution, children who come to school, have better health, self-confident and better equipped with 

traffic behaviour. 

With WALKBUS, pupils go to a pedestrian walk in organized groups on carefully planned routes and on a 

regular basis. Children enjoy a walk with their classmates and accompanied by an adult, and parents do 

not need to take care of morning transportation on a day-to-day basis.  

Since MOVECIT is supporting the sustainable management at the institutions we want to involve as many 

educational institutions as possible in activities that promote active mobility, as this will help to reduce 

illness, depression among children and improve their self-esteem. 

 

3.2. Austria: 

Seminar 1:  

The regional seminar on mobility was part of a 6 days training course on climate change which takes place 

over two months. The course is organized in 3x2 training days on different topics. The first two training 

days of the course were organized as regional seminar on mobility and concluded the topics climate 

change in general and sustainable mobility. Within this seminar we focused also on the project MOVECIT.  
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The first input from a renowned university professor of Austria, Dr. Helga Kromp-Kolb. She is an expert 

about climate change, environmental research, environment and meteorology. She talked about the 

actual situation and basic research of climate change based on her knowledge of lots of scientific works at 

university. There was also the focus on climate change in connection with the catholic church presented 

by Ernst Sandriesser. To show that climate change is a worldwide subject Hand Kandler of climate alliance 

Austria talked about climate change and climate justice. The second day of the seminar focused on 

sustainable mobility in connection to climate change and saving CO2. The presentation of mobility-

management for municipalities demonstrated different mobility measures to encourage sustainable 

mobility. Peter Sturm state representative of Styria pointed out which state supports exist and can be 

used for the realisation of different projects. Best practice examples of municipalities of Austria gave an 

important input for the participants to imitate projects to make mobility more sustainable, save CO2 and 

do something for our climate. The final input was a detailed information about MOVECIT and the pilot 

action prepared for the four municipalities Baden, Mödling, Bruck an der Mur and Leoben. The focus was 

on the information, development and implementation of the workplace mobility plan and to encourage 

other municipalities for consultancy meetings. At the end of the meeting the participants had the 

opportunity to share their experience on sustainable mobility in their municipalities and working field. 

Ideas for further projects were made. 

 

Seminar 2:  

The seminar was organized as a networking meeting with a focus on sustainable mobility. The first part of 

the seminar had a focus on the climate and energy strategy of the federal state Styria because the 

seminar was organized there (in Graz). Climate change and climate change adaption and the direct 

support of the federal state for municipalities was an important issue. Within a discussion in small groups 

the focus was even more on facts and needed instruments of the multipliers that can help to implement 

projects, events and meetings about climate change in their regions.  

In the afternoon graduates of seminars on climate change organized by climate alliance talked about their 

implemented project in their region or municipality. An important speech was about the project MOVECIT 

with Gernot Kreindl from the city of Leoben and Natalie Weiß from Climate Alliance. The project was 

introduced to the other participants and also a direct link to the practical implementation in Leoben was 

made, as Leoben is one of the participating cities in the project MOVECIT. That gave an important impulse 

for others to think about making a mobility plan for their employees of the municipality. The seminar 

involved other speeches about sustainable mobility and good practice examples. Siegrfried Schausberger 

talked about an e-car taxi service in the mountain region. Victoria Allmer talked about a mobility event 

because of an electro-rallye in Pöllau. Johanna Tentschert talked about a bike-lane concept in Gratwein-

Straßengel as a good example that worked out very well. Margit Krobath talked about the aims of regional 

development in the region Kaindorf where different projects about sustainable mobility and climate 

change were presented. Robert Mandl names himself the Klimamandl and spreads information about 

climate change and climate crisis with a Facebook page. In two concluding world-cafés about sustainable 

mobility and regional development the contents of the presentations were discussed again. 

 

3.3. Hungary: 

Seminar 1 

The main topic of the seminar was sustainability mobility, where several aspects of sustainability were 

discussed, such as mobility developments trough projects, the connection of energy supply and 

transportation, costs of transportation and urban productivity, practical experience with SUMPs and 

sustainable mobility management for bikes.  
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Domokos Esztergár-Kiss, researcher of BME was the first presenter. He introduced the workplace mobility 

planning process within the MOVECIT project, and shared the experience and results so far. In the program 

there was the press conference listed. Although we have invited the press, there was a lack of interest. 

László Sándor Kerényi, head of mobility strategy at BKK talked about sustainability in innovations and 

projects. He outlined the importance of best practices around the world, and challenges of the constantly 

evolving mobility. The projects of BKK on research, development and innovation were categorized based 

on main elements of the Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan of Budapest. He also introduced the Maslow 

pyramid of mobility; how can passengers become clients and then partners. 

Balázs Felsmann, lecturer of Budapest Corvinus University tackled the topic of sustainable energy and its 

relation to transportation. He deduced from the current trends of EU with communication systems, that 

the next sectoral integration will be in transportation. He compared the current Hungarian status to the 

average EU status. The energy consumed by transportation is the only type of energy, where increase is 

projected.  

Dániel Hörcher, lecturer of Imperial College, London was asked to discuss the economics of commuting. 

He explained the general approach of transport economics to commuting: what is the utility of the 

activity, where we travel, what is the connection between transportation and the productivity of a city.  

András Ekés, executive director of Mobilissimus, shared his experience with SUMP methodologies, the 

importance of the fundamental attitude from the decision makers of the city, and the communication 

method that requires endurance and consistency.  

András Munkácsy, researcher of KTI, held a presentation on the latest innovation in sustainable mobility 

management and bike-sharing systems. He described the example of Madrid bike sharing system, and the 

mobility patterns collected through the system usage.  

During the debate opinions about data collection, methodology, standardization and best practices were 

discusses, which provided new insights to the audience. 

 

Seminar 2:  

The main topic of the seminar was innovation and sustainability mobility, where several aspects were 

presented, such as community planning, cargo bikes, electric mobility or multimodal journey planners. 

After each presentation, the attendants discussed shortly the topic and during the whole day, many 

smaller groups discussed the best practices. 

Domokos Esztergár-Kiss, researcher of BME was the first presenter. He introduced the workplace mobility 

planning process within the MOVECIT project, and shared information about the results, especially the 

campaign action and pilot progress.  

In the program there was the press conference listed. One of the main radio channels in Hungary has 

approached us to have a live broadcast during the seminar, where we have informed the audience about 

the workplace mobility planning process and possible innovative measures. 

The second presentation was held by Attila Imrei from e-Mobi Elektromobilitás Nonprofit Kft, who was 

talking about electric mobility. He claimed that private cars are one of the main sources of CO2 emissions, 

thus the penetration of electric vehicles is strongly connected to emission reduction. He presented the 

incentives of the Hungarian Government in this area and analysed their effects. Also, the impact of 

dissemination to user groups with different options was mentioned. Currently the share of electric 

vehicles is growing rapidly, which will be beneficial for the emission problem, but in the same time it 

brings new challenges in spatial planning. 

Levente Erős, head of Kantaa cargo bike company, discussed the topic of city logistics and the usage 

experience of cargo bikes in cities. He provided good examples from European countries related to aim 

setting and practical solutions, such as Christmas tree and grocery shipping options. He claimed that cargo 
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bikes can be an efficient substitution of traditional cars for downtown city logistics, as they are fast (can 

be powered by electricity) and reliable (no effects of traffic jams). Finally, he presented a future outline 

about possibilities in Hungary. 

Domokos Esztergár-Kiss continued with the topic of multimodal route planners and their effect on 

sustainable are more conscious mobility. First, he discussed leading solutions and related projects, then 

he introduced the concept of linking multimodal journey planners, highlighting the benefits of connecting 

the services, not the data structures. After presenting the elements of the system, the integration of on 

demand services, thus the quality enhancement of public transport was discussed. Finally, the integration 

steps and future steps were shown. 

András Munkácsy, researcher at KTI, talked about how can be citizens put in the focus of urban mobility 

planning and how can we involve them in the planning process. Examples and best practices were shown 

about organizing mobility workshops and creating communities, which can be efficient forms of citizen 

involvement. Gamification is a good example to raise attention, e.g. in a projects Lego toys were used to 

examine different land use plans. Finally examples and micro measures from Budapest were discussed, 

especially focusing on the riverside of the Danube. 

Örs Szokolay, strategic advisor of a municipality in Budapest, presented a use case, where the 

municipality created a sustainability plan for a smaller area in Budapest. In this project the municipality 

made a huge success with citizen involvement. An informal group was formed by 8-15 citizens, where 

members of this group spent their free time to analyse problems, and citizens’ suggestions on the 

development of the area. Furthermore, an online survey was sent to the residents, and their answers were 

grouped into 48 problem groups. With the support of the citizen group 4-5 micro projects were formed 

and now the municipality has started to implement these projects. 

After each presentation, the attendants discussed shortly the topic and during the whole day, many 

smaller groups discussed the best practices. 

 

3.4. Czech Republic: 

Seminar 1:  

The conference was planned as a two-day event. The first day had was held as a traditional conference 

with speakers divided into groups according to the topics. There were 5 blocks in the first day of the 

conference. These blocks were divided into the topics also accordingly to the mobility plan creation 

process as they were representing the process from potential, preparation, analyses, visions and priorities, 

participation, measures to the closing stage of the mobility planning process of the municipalities and 

their FUAs. Each block was finished by fruitful discussion. 

First block was dedicated to the theoretical background of SUMPs. Representative from the Ministry of 

Transportation started the conference with an entry about New strategies in urban mobility. This was 

followed by presentation from the municipality of Třebíč about their SUMP with emphasis on the mobility 

plan of Třebíč hospital, which aligned very nicely with MOVECIT project. Next presentation was held by 

the municipality of Litoměřice about their SUMP. The block was closed with an inspiring presentation from 

Hungarian Mobilissimus about the Journey that needs to be made from the vision towards the measures 

with emphasis on the best practises of small and medium Hungarian towns.  

Second block called “What are SUMPs in Czech environment missing?” was kicked-off by presentation from 

the Ministry of the Environment and followed by very good experience sharing from small and medium 

municipalities. The municipalities shared their visions and experience with analyses and examples on what 

problems and issues do they meet in their everyday journey for better urban mobility. Expirience was 

shared about emissions by Litoměřice, cycling and land-use planning problems by Uherské Hradiště. Uničov 

shared their experience in mobility planning without a strategic document, Milevsko, Třinec, Kopřivnice 

and Říčany shared their doubts and hopes which are related to the SUMPs preparations and process.  
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Third block was called “New EU urban agenda and SUMP” and it was introduced by presentation about 

Partnership for urban mobility by the Ministry of Regional development, continued by contribution of 

NCEU about common problems of Smart city strategies. New experience of Čelákovice and mmcité, ZSOON 

and Systematica companies where shared because of the thematic shift towards solutions and measures.  

Fourth block of the day was focused on the participation of the public. Třebíč has shared their experience 

by pointing out Sweden know-how. Czech Environmental Partnership Foundation pointed the importance 

of workplace mobility plans in the system of urban mobility and motivation of the employees throughout 

the competitive background. The city of Brno, which recently finished their SUMP shared issues they had 

with the participation of the public in the mobility planning process. The block was finished by the 

Association of the cities for cyclists. 

The last block was mere sum up of the conference, where main ideas were once again repeated.  

The second day was held as a study trip. The participants have gathered in front of the hotel of the 

conference and ride borrowed and their own bikes, which some of them were e-bikes. The first stop was 

the hospital in Třebíč, where the workplace mobility plan was conducted and the results were showed. 

The next stop represented intermodality and multimodality by showing new terminal for trains, buses, 

bike parking (with bike boxes) and information point for tourists. Smart parking ant the city square and 

bus station with underway for cyclist was shown as well. The last stop was in the Alternátor, which is a 

science park in Třebíč. 

Deliverables thematically tackled were many, but the most important were:  

 D.T3.2.3: Institutional mobility plan for municipality Litomerice 

 D.T3.2.4: Institutional mobility plan for Litomerice city hospital 

 D.T.3.3.2: Report on Implementation of pilot action 2 in CZ 

 D.T2.1.1: Handbook on developing, monitoring and evaluation the mobility plan 

 O.T2.1: Integrated smart mobility toolkit for mobility plan’s development&monitoring for 

municipalities unit 

 O.T3.1: 13 mobility plans developed for 13 central Europe municipality’s units to fostering CO2 

reduction 

 O.T3.2: Pilot actions implementation of mobility plans’ measures for low carbon mobility planning in 

functional urban area 

 

3.5. Slovakia: 

Seminar 1:  

The conference agenda consisted of 23 presentations divided in several topics:  

 support of cycling and sustainable mobility by state and role of international networks; 

 importance of advocacy, campaigns and participation methods; collaboration of stakeholders in 

sustainable mobility; monitoring of mobility; 

 planning, design and constructing of cycling infrastructure; 

 practical examples of mobility approaches; 

 development of cycling tourism and its infrastructure; 

 bike-sharing  

Presentations and examples were provided not only from Slovakia, but also from Czech Republic, Hungary, 

Austria and United Kingdom. The key speech of Manfred Neun touched pan-European level.  
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The main discussed topics were concrete ways of solving various issues of mobility and cycling, e.g. 

cycling trails, multimodal mobility (cycling with public transportation), communication to public and to 

local politicians, attitude of public in various municipalities to plans and practical steps of sustainable 

mobility development, etc.  

Though the conference was not directly linked to training of workplace mobility planning, organized in a 

course of the MOVECIT project, definitively there was good connections. There were several participants 

who participated in the June training for other stakeholders in Bratislava so presentations and discussions 

at the conference were good addition to information and experience gained at the training. They got very 

good examples of things, presented in training, in real life of municipalities.  

 

3.6. Italy: 

The conference opened with an introduction on the policies of the Municipality of Modena, which provided 

a framework at municipal level. 

It was followed by a presentation of the themes that had been discussed in the 2018 edition of ECOMM, 

the European Conference on Mobility Management, which gave the participants an overview of the 

European framework and most recent experiences. 

Then, some services and products for sustainable mobility and mobility management were shown to the 

public, in an effort to provide them with the best support for their activities. This session has been very 

well received, with a final Q&A which permitted the public to interact with the presenters. Interactions 

kept on going during the breaks (lunches and coffee breaks).  

Next, Italian best practices and experiences were shown, again with great success and lots of questions 

during Q&A. Between them, the experience of the Workplace Mobility Plan for the employees of the 

Municipality of Modena, made within the framework of the MOVECIT project, has been shown. 

The second day of the conference was opened by a representative of the Italian Ministry of Environment, 

which provided an overview of current and future commitment regarding sustainable mobility and mobility 

management. As such, participants were given information on the framework at national level. 

The following session was organised as a roundtable with mixed participants, coming from municipalities 

and private companies. The two themes were school mobility and mobility vouchers. 

Lastly, the results of the 12th edition of the Report on Sustainable Mobility in Italy were shown, with some 

additional insights on sharing mobility provided from a representative of the Italian Sharing Mobility 

Observatory. 

 

3.7. Germany: 

This conference “Betriebliches Mobilitätsmanagement” / “Occupational Mobility Management – BMM” was 

organised as part of the deliverable D.T2.3.1. in order to bring sustainable mobility to public 

administration staff. The event “mobil gewinnt”/ “mobile wins” was a great success and has sparked 

discussion about eco-friendly transport like the project objectives in the WPC. 

The initiative “mobil gewinnt”/ “mobile wins” supports companies that are committed to sustainable 

mobility – in-house, on business trips and also on the work paths of the employees. This includes for 

example the following aims: making car traffic more efficient and the promotion for the use of bicycles 

and public transport. Operational Mobility Management is a concept that combines many good ideas and 

paves the way for a healthy and environmentally friendly mobility. 

During the conference several topics were spoken about. The initiative “mobil gewinnt”/ “mobile wins” 

was presented to the participants. They were informed about the main goals of the initiative. The project 
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MOVECIT was presented as well and how the project could be integrated in the city. In addition, the topic 

“Market of possibilities” was introduced, in which the use of alternative eco-friendly mobility was 

discussed. In doing so, the conference contributed to the deliverable D.T2.3.2. 

The training for stakeholders and municipalities was introduced. The training of 24.11.2017 was 

mentioned and the next training for 2018 was promoted (responsible contact person and registration 

process were presented). In doing so, the conference contributed to the deliverable D.C.6.1. 
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4. Expected effects and the response 

The main expected effect was to gather an interested and motivated community, who would gain a better 

understanding of sustainable mobility. Based on the feedback forms of the participants in general the 

presentations at the events were really informative and they have gained some new knowledge, which 

they may use in their future work. The responses were very positive. All the respondents were satisfied 

with the event and its content. 

 

 

4.1. Slovenia: 

Seminar 1: 

The participants could gain the information on the workplace mobility plan practises and the development 

of the plans in Slovenia. The best examples were presented, especially the presentation on examples of 

the SUMP’s measures in Municipality Ljutomer. One of the interesting presentations was on public 

transport challenges in rural area. Apparently, this is quite delicate topic as the participants started 

commenting in detail the issues raised. Mostly it was problematized how to make profitable public 

transport. It was commonly agreed that nowadays this is not possible, but the good alternative can make 

this transition more efficient and effective. The alternative is meant: the call on the demand or 

carsharing and carpooling. The participants were satisfied mostly with the content of the event, the topics 

were up-to-date. They liked the lecturers and gaining a lot of useful information. The attendees have no 

complaints over the presentations of the different point of view on the mobility, practises and best 

examples.  

The workshop has been attended mostly by other institutions than municipalities, which was less 

encouraging fact. It was expected to have more municipalities that could integrate the knowledge into 

daily agenda. The participants have claimed that the time dedicated to the discussion was too short. 

 

Seminar 2: 

The main expected effect was to transfer knowledge directly between schools and kindergartens, which 

want to contribute to changing travel habits and thus contribute to a cleaner and healthier environment 

and life. Best practice examples like are On the Move project, WALKBUS and BIKEBUS showed the 

participants the opportunities for sustainable mobility also in these institutions. Active way to school is 

important for the health, autonomy and social development of children, since it provides the minimum 

recommended amount of physical activity and promotes education on road safety and sustainable 

development. 

The event coincided with the European Mobility Week, which for a plenty of years is one of the key 

moments to promote sustainable mobility, which is particularly beneficial for municipalities that include 

the event in their programs for a one-day event. Since MOVECIT is supporting the sustainable management 

at the institutions we want to involve as many educational institutions as possible in activities that 

promote active mobility, as this will help to reduce illness, depression among children and improve their 

self-esteem. 

 

4.2. Austria: 

Seminar 1:  
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The main focus of the seminar was to spread information about climate change and sustainable mobility. 

Participants were made familiar with the latest knowledge in the field of climate change and sustainable 

mobility. It was very important to invite renowned experts of Austria to spread actual information about 

climate change and sustainable mobility. Best practice examples of different municipalities of Austria 

gave an important input for the participants to imitate projects to make mobility more sustainable, save 

CO2 and do something for our climate. It is also helpful for other municipalities to imitate projects and to 

learn about what worked out well and what didn’t work out and why. It was a principal focus of the 

seminar to enable the exchange of knowledge of experts and local authorities. As a result of the seminar a 

network was formed that can be used for further projects on sustainable mobility and climate change for 

participants.  

The evaluation of the seminar showed that the participants could use the information about the climate 

change and sustainable mobility very good for their work in their municipalities. The growth of knowledge 

of the speeches was all in all very good or good. The speech about mobility planning in municipalities was 

valued very good with a very good growth of knowledge and a very good content. Also, the best practice 

examples were valued very good of the participants. It showed that it was very inspiring for the 

participants the see how projects on sustainable mobility work out in other municipalities. Up to two 

municipalities are interested in further consultancy meetings about the implementation of mobility plans. 

All in all, the response of the participants was very good and the knowledge will be applied for their 

further work about sustainable mobility and climate change.  

 

Seminar 2:  

The seminar showed the high interest of multipliers of municipalities on topics as climate change and 

sustainable mobility. The first part of the seminar was more about the aims of the climate and energy 

strategy of Austria and Styria and gave an important starting point. Important representatives of the 

federal state of Styria who are in charge of the issue climate change and energy saving Andrea Gössinger-

Wieser and Cornelia Schweiner took part of the seminar. The direct discussion with decision-makers of the 

federal state and the multipliers of municipalities was very good and enriching both sides. We talked 

about questions what do municipalities need from the federal state to reach more people and how to 

implement projects about climate change and sustainable mobility. The discussion was a win-win situation 

for both – representatives of the federal state as well as representatives of municipalities.  

The presentation of graduates of seminars on climate change of climate alliance was a very good impulse 

for others to imitate projects to save CO2 and raise awareness for the topic. Not everything has to be 

reinvented, good practice examples and strategies should be spread.  

The seminar offered enough time for exchange of knowledge and networking which was also an important 

outcome of the seminar. Therefor the respond of the seminar was to organize it again if possible. 

 

4.3. Hungary: 

Seminar 1: 

The main expected effect was to gather an interested and motivated community, who would gain a better 

understanding of sustainable mobility. It was expected to show a new methodology and also a business 

opportunity of creating workplace mobility plans in Hungary. The represented consultancies are in contact 

with several municipalities around the country and other institutes during their professional work, which 

can be a good starting point in developing workplace mobility plans for other municipalities. 

Based on the feedback of the participants in general the presentations were really informative and they 

have gained some new knowledge, which they may use in their future work. Some responses were related 

to the event room, as for the future a bigger event hall with more comfortable facilities would be better. 
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It was reported that more breaks would help the attention and the professional network building, and 

more time for panel discussions could be more efficient. 

Some other responses referred to the topics of the seminar: connection between energy and economy in 

the aspect of sustainability is an interesting and very complex issue. In other responses it was mentioned 

that hearing from change of paradigm and a fully interdisciplinary approach was very useful. Dynamics of 

the presentation/presenters were reported to be excellent. For the further sustainability seminars, a 

demand appeared that there should be more examples and best practices. 

 

Seminar 2:  

The main expected effect was to gather an interested and motivated community, who would gain a better 

understanding of sustainable mobility and innovative solutions. It was expected to show a new 

methodology and also a business opportunity of creating workplace mobility plans in Hungary. The 

represented consultancies are in contact with several municipalities around the country and other 

institutes during their professional work, which can be a good starting point in developing workplace 

mobility plans for other municipalities. 

Based on the feedback of the participants in general the presentations were informative and they have 

gained some new knowledge, which they may use in their future work. Sustainability has many forms, and 

it can influence citizens for more conscious decision making, give better tools for planning the future 

together. For the further sustainability seminars, a demand appeared that there should be more examples 

and best practices. 

 

4.4. Czech Republic: 

Seminar 1:  

The main expected effect was to transfer knowledge directly between municipalities from one office to 

another. By sharing their positive and negative experience in mobility planning at the municipalities and 

workplaces, they would gain the most information from the most practical source possible. Some 

presentations were made of course by other entities than municipalities to further the knowledge of the 

municipalities so they can incorporate the newest methods and strategies. Three ministries of the Czech 

Republic have spoken also about the possibilities the municipalities can use and what issues the state 

apparat can help with. CEPF (PP2) and municipality of Litoměřice (PP9) were also a speaker to transfer 

the knowledge of MOVECIT project. The second day designed as study visit was incorporated to show the 

best practise in field. Many very important questions were answered by focusing on several measures 

which were implemented in the municipality of Třebíč. 

The responses of the conference were very positive. We have gathered 25 responses via the written 

feedback forms. All the respondents were satisfied with the event and its content (15 of them were very 

satisfied, 10 satisfied). Based on the feedback forms the participants have gained a lot of new knowledge. 

They were happy with the number of speakers, tips for mobility planning, shared experience about the 

communication of the public and a lot more.  

 

4.5. Slovakia: 

Seminar 1:  

This was the 10. year of the conference so we know that it is important event with nationwide impact. To 

some extent we can say it is an opinion making and trend setting event. This year was characteristic by 

higher interest in connection of cycling with public transportation and also in its common need with 

Pedestrian transportation. There are many topics, information, knowledge and experience to share. 
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Therefore, a need of some kind of platform for non-motorized transportation was expressed a few ties by 

participant in order to allow and facilitate a horizontal communication and collaboration. It looks the 

conference was a trigger of the new initiative of establishing of such platform what is very compatible 

with an effort of the Ekopolis Foundation which is active in this area for some time. We can expect 

establishing of the platform in 2019 and the conference was important input.  

Another visible outlook is increasing role of sustainable mobility in the city management. While it was a 

occasional topic of previous cycling conferences, it was often discussed and presented this year. Simply, 

expert public perceives cycling as a part of wider sustainable mobility complex. This is underlined by the 

fact that the conference was attended by two persons who became a vice-mayor of the regional capitals 

(Nitra and Trenčín) in later local elections so we can expect very quick and direct implementation of 

(also) the conference outcomes in real life. This is very promising,  

We disseminated the satisfaction forms to all participants; the return rate was 25%. All participants 

reported high and very high level of satisfaction, particularly with selection and quality of topics.  

 

4.6. Italy: 

As already outlined in the previous paragraph, active participation has been strongly encouraged by 

providing participants with multiple Q&A sessions during the whole conference. The event has been 

organised while keeping this in mind, with a friendly and informal atmosphere, different from other 

conferences in Italy, which are usually one-way communications from the presenters to the audience. 

The outcome of the conference has been good, as participants have shown a great interest in the 

discussed topics and in the products, services and best practices that were shown, interacting with 

presenters at the end of each session and also during coffee breaks and the lunch. Engaging decision-

makers and technicians together in roundtables also offers views which are different from the common 

one-way “advertising” of a project, product or best practice, putting instead the presenters in a broader 

discussion on important topics. This makes them discuss their positions in a critical way rather than just 

doing a pre-constructed speech. 

It is expected that what was presented during the conference has broadened the participants’ knowledge 

about sustainable mobility and mobility management, providing them with a good selection of solutions, 

tips and advices that they can apply in their activity. Moreover, events like this one foster the birth and 

growth of relationships also between the participants, who find themselves engaged in a positive and 

constructive atmosphere. 

No feedback forms were planned. 

 

4.7. Germany: 

The conference, as a part of the initiative “mobil gewinnt” / “mobile wins”, was accompanied and 

supported by the project MOVECIT. The project and its main goals could be introduced and made visible 

for potential stakeholders – public, companies and other actors of the mobility sector. Several topics were 

spoken about, in order to contribute to the deliverables D.T2.3.2 and D.C.6.1. 

The conference was attended by many stakeholders from different sectors and was a great success with 

around 40 participants. The next training for 2018 has been promoted to the public. The registration 

process and the main goal of the training has been explained.  

With this conference, we’ve could not only raise the awareness for sustainable mobility, but also draw 

attention to the next mobility training course in 2018. 
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5. Conclusions 

 

By sharing the positive and negative experience in mobility planning at the municipalities and workplaces, 

the participants gained the most information from the most practical source possible. 

During the debate opinions about data collection, methodology, standardization and best practices were 

discusses, which provided new insights to the audience. The main expected effect was to gather an 

interested and motivated community, who would gain a better understanding of sustainable mobility.  

Very apparent outcome of the conference was high interest in mutual communication and know-how 

exchange. 

Organisations and stakeholders active in sustainable mobility are not aware what is going in other regions 

and cities and have a low knowledge of methods and approaches. The increasing interest in workplace 

mobility plans was also visible at the seminars, where project partners answered several very focused 

questions about Workplace Mobility Plan and were requested for a few basic advices.  

Active participation from the audience has been strongly encouraged by providing participants with 

multiple Q&A sessions during the seminars. The events have been organised while keeping this in mind, 

with a friendly and informal atmosphere, different from traditional events, which are usually one-way 

communications from the presenters to the audience. 

For the further sustainability seminars, a demand appeared that there should be more examples and best 

practices. The seminars facilitate also the networking between the participants and knowledge transfer. 
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6. Annexes  

6.1. Invitation and Agenda 

6.1.1. Slovenia: 

Seminar 1 
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Seminar 2: 
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6.1.2. Austria:  

Seminar 1:  
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Seminar 2:  
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6.1.3. Hungary: 

Seminar 1: 
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Seminar 2:  
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6.1.4. Czech Republic:  
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6.1.5. Slovakia:  

Seminar 1:  

 

 

Programme of the conference is attached to this document as annex. 
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6.1.6. Italy:  
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6.1.7. Germany 
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6.2. List of participants 

6.2.1. Slovenia: 

Seminar 1: 
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6.2.2. Austria:  

Seminar 1:  
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Seminar 2:  
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6.2.3. Hungary: 

Seminar 1: 
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Seminar 2: 
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6.2.4. Czech Republic: 

Seminar 1:  
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6.2.5. Slovakia: 

Seminar 1:  
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6.2.6. Italy: 
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6.2.7. Germany: 
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6.3. Pictures 

6.3.1. Slovenia: 

Seminar 1: 
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Seminar 2:  
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6.3.2. Austria:  

Seminar 1:  

Link to Fotos: https://www.flickr.com/photos/klimabuendnis/sets/72157688948615480  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/klimabuendnis/sets/72157688948615480
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Seminar 2:  

Link to Fotos:  

https://www.flickr.com/photos/klimabuendnis/sets/72157694087832462/with/27470574347/ 

 

 

 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/klimabuendnis/sets/72157694087832462/with/27470574347/
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6.3.3. Hungary: 

Seminar 1 

 

 

 

Seminar 2:  
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6.3.4. Czech Republic:  

Seminar 1:  
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6.3.5. Slovakia:  
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6.3.6. Italy:  
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6.3.7. Germany  
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6.4. Media coverage 

6.4.1. Slovenia: 

The media announcement is attached to this document as annex. 

 

6.4.2. Austria:  

Seminar 1 
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Seminar 2 

 

 

 

6.4.3. Hungary:  

Seminar 2:  

During the thematic seminar one of the main radio channels in Hungary broadcasted a live interview, 

where we have informed the audience about the workplace mobility planning process and possible 

innovative measures. The radio program is available on the following link (in Hungarian): 

https://www.mediaklikk.hu/radio-lejatszo-kossuth/?date=2018-11-19_09-00-00&enddate=2018-11-19_11-

00-00&ch=mr1  

 

 

 

https://www.mediaklikk.hu/radio-lejatszo-kossuth/?date=2018-11-19_09-00-00&enddate=2018-11-19_11-00-00&ch=mr1
https://www.mediaklikk.hu/radio-lejatszo-kossuth/?date=2018-11-19_09-00-00&enddate=2018-11-19_11-00-00&ch=mr1
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6.4.4. Czech Republic:  

The event has its website with accompanying documents at:  

 https://www.dobramesta.cz/akce/21/konference-akademie-mestske-mobility  

There were some digital activities such as: 

 https://www.instagram.com/p/Bog6CVNFE0U/ 

 https://www.facebook.com/NadacePartnerstvi/posts/10156907084991004?__tn__=-UC-R 

 https://www.nadacepartnerstvi.cz/Verejny-prostor-a-doprava/Konference-Trebici-prinesla-namety,-

jak-podporit-m 

 http://trebic.cz/trebic-nabidne-zkusenosti-z-planovani-dopravy-ve-mestech/d-39129 

 http://www.horacke-noviny.com/zprava-mesto-trebic-nabidlo-zkusenosti-z-planovani-dopravy-ve-

mestech-6895.htm 

There were also published two videos from the conference: 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pRKieT8z0gk&feature=youtu.be 

 https://www.facebook.com/cyklozlin/videos/839939076212243/ 

 

6.4.5. Slovakia:  

/ 

 

6.4.6. Italy:  

 https://www.comune.modena.it/europa/news/conferenza-mobydixit-2018 

 http://www.modenatoday.it/eventi/mobydixit-convegno-modena-11-12-ottobre-2018.html 

 https://www.mossamodena.it/2018/10/02/mobydixit-modena/  

 http://www.ansa.it/canale_ambiente/notizie/mobilita/2018/10/12/parma-al-top-per-mobilita-

sostenibile-poi-milano-e-venezia_b636bf95-1372-442d-8bbe-eb0945757ccf.html  

 http://www.osservatoriopums.it/news  

 http://www.ttsitalia.it/rapporto-mobilita-sostenibile-in-italia-indagine-sulle-principali-50-citta-e-

pama-la-migliore/  

 http://www.trc.tv/news/ambiente/2018/10/12/le-citta-eco-mobili-ma-ancora-tanto-da-fare/  

 http://www.ecodallecitta.it/notizie/390068/modena-12-ottobre-xii-rapporto-euromobility-sulla-

mobilita-sostenibile-nelle-principali-50-citta-italiane/  

 https://www.oggigreen.it/agenda/item/10297-11-12-ottobre-2018-modena-mobydixit 

 http://www.effettoterra.org/eventi/mobydixit_%E2%80%93_18_conferenza_nazionale_sul_mobility_ma

nagement_e_la_mobilit%C3%A0_sostenibile_modena.html 

 http://www.muoversincitta.it/mobydixit-18-conferenza-nazionale-sul-mobility-management-e-la-

mobilita-sostenibile/ 

 http://www.e-gazette.it/evento/mobydixit-2018 

https://www.dobramesta.cz/akce/21/konference-akademie-mestske-mobility
https://www.instagram.com/p/Bog6CVNFE0U/
https://www.facebook.com/NadacePartnerstvi/posts/10156907084991004?__tn__=-UC-R
http://trebic.cz/trebic-nabidne-zkusenosti-z-planovani-dopravy-ve-mestech/d-39129
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pRKieT8z0gk&feature=youtu.be
https://www.facebook.com/cyklozlin/videos/839939076212243/
https://www.comune.modena.it/europa/news/conferenza-mobydixit-2018
http://www.modenatoday.it/eventi/mobydixit-convegno-modena-11-12-ottobre-2018.html
https://www.mossamodena.it/2018/10/02/mobydixit-modena/
http://www.ansa.it/canale_ambiente/notizie/mobilita/2018/10/12/parma-al-top-per-mobilita-sostenibile-poi-milano-e-venezia_b636bf95-1372-442d-8bbe-eb0945757ccf.html
http://www.ansa.it/canale_ambiente/notizie/mobilita/2018/10/12/parma-al-top-per-mobilita-sostenibile-poi-milano-e-venezia_b636bf95-1372-442d-8bbe-eb0945757ccf.html
http://www.osservatoriopums.it/news
http://www.ttsitalia.it/rapporto-mobilita-sostenibile-in-italia-indagine-sulle-principali-50-citta-e-pama-la-migliore/
http://www.ttsitalia.it/rapporto-mobilita-sostenibile-in-italia-indagine-sulle-principali-50-citta-e-pama-la-migliore/
http://www.trc.tv/news/ambiente/2018/10/12/le-citta-eco-mobili-ma-ancora-tanto-da-fare/
http://www.ecodallecitta.it/notizie/390068/modena-12-ottobre-xii-rapporto-euromobility-sulla-mobilita-sostenibile-nelle-principali-50-citta-italiane/
http://www.ecodallecitta.it/notizie/390068/modena-12-ottobre-xii-rapporto-euromobility-sulla-mobilita-sostenibile-nelle-principali-50-citta-italiane/
https://www.oggigreen.it/agenda/item/10297-11-12-ottobre-2018-modena-mobydixit
http://www.effettoterra.org/eventi/mobydixit_%E2%80%93_18_conferenza_nazionale_sul_mobility_management_e_la_mobilit%C3%A0_sostenibile_modena.html
http://www.effettoterra.org/eventi/mobydixit_%E2%80%93_18_conferenza_nazionale_sul_mobility_management_e_la_mobilit%C3%A0_sostenibile_modena.html
http://www.muoversincitta.it/mobydixit-18-conferenza-nazionale-sul-mobility-management-e-la-mobilita-sostenibile/
http://www.muoversincitta.it/mobydixit-18-conferenza-nazionale-sul-mobility-management-e-la-mobilita-sostenibile/
http://www.e-gazette.it/evento/mobydixit-2018
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6.4.7. Germany 
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6.5. Web-links 

6.5.1. Slovenia  

https://www.pomurec.com/vsebina/47182/Zelena_prestolnica_Pomurja_-

_konferenca_Moznosti_in_priloznosti_trajnostne_mobilnosti_v_Pomurju  

https://www.prlekija-on.net/lokalno/19051/na-regijskem-seminarju-o-trajnostni-mobilnosti-predstavili-

akcijo-pesbus.html  

http://www.obcinaljutomer.si/fotogalerija/na-regijskem-seminarju-o-trajnostni-mobilnosti-predstavili-

akcijo-pe-bus/6710  

 

6.5.2. Austria:  

Seminar 1: 

http://www.klimabuendnis.at/aktuelles/kommunaler-klimaschutzlehrgang-2018 

http://www.klimabuendnis.at/aktuelles/kommunaler-klimaschutzlehrgang-2018-abschluss-263114 

https://nachhaltig-in-graz.at/Veranstaltung/kommunaler-klimaschutzlehrgang/ 

https://www.klimaaktiv.at/service/veranstaltungen/energiesparen/kboe_komm-klimaschutz_180307.html 

 

Seminar 2: 

http://www.klimabuendnis.at/aktuelles/vernetzungstreffen-der-lehrgangs-absolventinnen  

 

6.5.3. Hungary: 

http://transportation.bme.hu/first-thematic-seminar-on-mobility/  

 

6.5.4. Czech Republic:  

Seminar 1:  

The event has its website with accompanying documents at:  

 https://www.dobramesta.cz/akce/21/konference-akademie-mestske-mobility 

There was an invitational press release at website of CEPF:  

 https://www.nadacepartnerstvi.cz/O-nas,-Pro-media/Pro-media/Tiskove-zpravy/Trebic-nabidne-

zkusenosti-z-planovani-dopravy-ve-m 

 

6.5.5. Slovakia:  

Web report: http://www.cyklodoprava.sk/uspesny-10-rocnik-konferencie-cyklisticka-doprava/ 

 

 

https://www.pomurec.com/vsebina/47182/Zelena_prestolnica_Pomurja_-_konferenca_Moznosti_in_priloznosti_trajnostne_mobilnosti_v_Pomurju
https://www.pomurec.com/vsebina/47182/Zelena_prestolnica_Pomurja_-_konferenca_Moznosti_in_priloznosti_trajnostne_mobilnosti_v_Pomurju
https://www.prlekija-on.net/lokalno/19051/na-regijskem-seminarju-o-trajnostni-mobilnosti-predstavili-akcijo-pesbus.html
https://www.prlekija-on.net/lokalno/19051/na-regijskem-seminarju-o-trajnostni-mobilnosti-predstavili-akcijo-pesbus.html
http://www.obcinaljutomer.si/fotogalerija/na-regijskem-seminarju-o-trajnostni-mobilnosti-predstavili-akcijo-pe-bus/6710
http://www.obcinaljutomer.si/fotogalerija/na-regijskem-seminarju-o-trajnostni-mobilnosti-predstavili-akcijo-pe-bus/6710
http://www.klimabuendnis.at/aktuelles/kommunaler-klimaschutzlehrgang-2018
http://www.klimabuendnis.at/aktuelles/kommunaler-klimaschutzlehrgang-2018-abschluss-263114
https://nachhaltig-in-graz.at/Veranstaltung/kommunaler-klimaschutzlehrgang/
https://www.klimaaktiv.at/service/veranstaltungen/energiesparen/kboe_komm-klimaschutz_180307.html
http://www.klimabuendnis.at/aktuelles/vernetzungstreffen-der-lehrgangs-absolventinnen
http://transportation.bme.hu/first-thematic-seminar-on-mobility/
https://www.dobramesta.cz/akce/21/konference-akademie-mestske-mobility
https://www.nadacepartnerstvi.cz/O-nas,-Pro-media/Pro-media/Tiskove-zpravy/Trebic-nabidne-zkusenosti-z-planovani-dopravy-ve-m
https://www.nadacepartnerstvi.cz/O-nas,-Pro-media/Pro-media/Tiskove-zpravy/Trebic-nabidne-zkusenosti-z-planovani-dopravy-ve-m
http://www.cyklodoprava.sk/uspesny-10-rocnik-konferencie-cyklisticka-doprava/
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6.5.6. Italy  

/ 

6.5.7. Germany  

https://mobil-gewinnt.de/veranstaltung/netzwerkkonferenz-leipzig  

 

 

 

 

 

https://mobil-gewinnt.de/veranstaltung/netzwerkkonferenz-leipzig

